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Abstract—In this work, we propose a subspace-based algo-
rithm for direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation applied to the sig-
nals impinging on a two-level nested array, referred to as multi-
step knowledge-aided iterative nested MUSIC method (MS-KAI-
Nested-MUSIC), which significantly improves the accuracy of
the original Nested-MUSIC. Differently from existing knowledge-
aided methods applied to uniform linear arrays (ULAs), which
make use of available known DOAs to improve the estimation of
the covariance matrix of the input data, the proposed Multi-
Step KAI-Nested-MU employs knowledge of the structure of
the augmented sample covariance matrix, which is obtained by
exploiting the difference co-array structure covariance matrix,
and its perturbation terms and the gradual incorporation of
prior knowledge, which is obtained on line. The effectiveness of
the proposed technique can be noticed by simulations focusing
on uncorrelated closely-spaced sources.
Index Terms—Non-uniform arrays, knowledge-aided tech-
niques, direction finding, high-resolution parameter estimation,
nested arrays.
I. INTRODUCTION
Direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation and beamforming are
two main applications of the sensor array. Nevertheless, both
of them have been mainly restricted to the case of uniform
linear arrays (ULA) [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9],
[10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [29], [18], [17], [20], [19],
[21], [23], [22], [25], [26], [27], [32], [33], [30], [31], [24],
[57], [36], [34], [35], [40], [38], [39], [40], [41], [42], [43],
[44], [45], [47], [49], [50], [54], [55], [56], [57], [59], [60],
[61], [62], [63], [64], [65], [66], [67], [68], [69]. The number
of sources that can be resolved with a N element ULA using
conventional subspace based methods like MUSIC [70] is N-
1. Over the years, the question of detecting more sources
than sensors has been dealt with by different means. In
[71], [72], the use of minimum redundancy arrays (MRA)
[73] and the construction of an enlarged covariance matrix
for reaching improved degrees of freedom (DOF) were not
successful in making it positive semidefinite for finite number
of samples. In [74], [75], an approach to convert the enlarged
matrix into an appropriate positive definite Toeplitz matrix
was proposed. In spite of that, for achieving more DOF
to detect N-1 sources with N sensors, that approach also
depends on MRA, for which there is no closed form expression
for the array geometry. Moreover, such arrays demand hard
designs which are limited to computer simulations or complex
algorithms for locating the sensors [76], [77],[78], [79], [80].
In [81], the approach using fourth-order cumulants succeeded
in increasing DOF. Yet it is limited to non-Gaussian sources. In
[82], by using the Khatri-Rao (KR) product and the hypothesis
of quasi-stationary sources, one can recognize 2N-1 sources
through a N element ULA without needing to calculate high-
order statistics. However, this approach depending on quasi-
stationary sources is not appropriate to stationary sources. In
[83], the rise of the DOF resulted from building a virtual
array making use of a MIMO radar. Since the creation of
that array relies on active sensing, that method is not suitable
for passive sensing. In [84], [85], by exploring the class
of non-uniform arrays, it was suggested an array structure
called nested array. It is formed by combining two or more
ULAs to obtain a difference co-array, which provides increase
of DOF and, therefore, can resolve more sources than the
real number of physical sensors. In a subsequent work [86],
linear nested arrays were employed to estimate DOAs of
distributed sources. Additionally, in [87], it was proposed a
robust beamforming for these arrays based on interference-
plus-noise reconstruction and steering vector estimation. The
four last mentioned studies [84], [85], [86], [87] focus on
scenarios composed of multiple unclosely spaced sources in
order to assess the performances of their proposed methods
in resolving more sources than the real number of physical
sensors. For this aim, their signal models assume that the
sources are uncorrelated. However, the required vectorization
of the initial covariance matrix resulting from the employment
of uncorrelated sources already leads to an equivalent source
signal vector whose powers of their sources behave like fully
coherent ones. For this reason, that method, which is based
on a system model assuming uncorrelated sources, makes use
of spatial smoothing.
In previous works using ULAs [88], [89], [90], [91], we
developed two ESPRIT-based methods known as Two-Step
KAI ESPRIT (TS-KAI-ESPRIT), Multi-Step KAI-ESPRIT
(MS-KAI-ESPRIT) and the Krylov subspace based Multi-Step
KAI-Conjugate Gradient (MS-KAI-CG). All of them make
use of the refinements of the covariance matrix estimates via
steps of reductions [92], [93] of their undesirable terms. The
mentioned methods determine the values of scaling factors
that reduce the undesirable terms causing perturbations in the
estimates of the signal and noise subspaces in an iterative
manner, resulting in better estimates. This is carried out by
choosing the set of DOA estimates that have the highest
likelihood of being the set of true DOAs. TS-KAI ESPRIT
combines this refinement, which has been considered in only
two steps, with the use of prior knowledge about signals [94],
[95], [96]. Considering a practical scenario, the mentioned
previous knowledge could be from the signals coming from
known base stations or from static users in a system. The MS-
KAI-ESPRIT and MS-KAI-CG, instead of employing prior
knowledge about the signals, obtain their initial knowledge
on line, i.e. by means of initial estimates, computed at the
first step. At each iteration of their second step, the initial
Vandermonde matrix is updated by replacing an increasing
number of steering vectors of initial estimates with their
corresponding newer ones. In other words, at each iteration,
the knowledge obtained on line is updated, allowing the
correction of the sample covariance matrix estimates, which
yields more accurate estimates.
In this work, we propose a subspace-based algorithm for
direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation applied to the signals
impinging on a two-level nested array, referred to as multi-
step knowledge-aided iterative nested MUSIC method (MS-
KAI-Nested-MUSIC), which is inspired by previously re-
ported knowledge-aided techniques. Differently from existing
knowledge-aided methods applied to uniform linear arrays
(ULAs), which make use of available known DOAs to improve
the estimation of the covariance matrix of the input data,
the proposed Multi-Step KAI-Nested-MU employs knowledge
of the structure of the spatially smoothed covariance matrix,
which is obtained from processing part of the difference co-
array, its perturbation terms and the gradual incorporation of
prior knowledge, which is obtained on line.
The employment of such ULA-based method like MUSIC
in a two-level nested array is justified [84] by the following:
its difference coarray, in which is based this method, is a filled
longer ULA; the spatially-smoothed covariance matrix resulted
from processing signals impinging on a two-level nested array
is positive semidefinite for any finite number of snapshots;
since its resulting smoothed matrix is equal to the square of a
covariance matrix obtained from the mentioned longer ULA,
both covariance matrices share the same set of eigenvectors
and the square of the eigenvalues of the former are equal to
the corresponding ones of the later.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly de-
scribes the Nested-MUSIC and the necessary background for
understanding the proposed technique. Section III presents
the proposed MS-KAI-Nested-MUSIC algorithm. Section IV,
illustrates and discusses the computational complexity of the
proposed algorithm. In Section V, we present the simulation
results whereas the conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
Notation: the superscript H denote the Hermitian transpo-
sition, E[·] expresses the expectation operator and IM stands
for the M ×M identity matrix.
II. SYSTEM MODELS AND BACKGROUND
A. The Nested MUSIC system model
Let us consider a two-level nested passive array com-
posed of M sensors, which is a concatenation of two ULAs.
The inner ULA has M1 sensors with intersensor spacing
d1 and the outer has M2 sensors with intersensor spac-
ing d2 = (M1 + 1) d1. Specifically speaking, it is a lin-
ear array with sensors positions obtained by the union of
the sets Inner = {md1 | m = 1, 2, . . . ,M1} and Outer =
{n {M1 + 1} d1 | n = 1, 2, . . . ,M2}. Fig. 1 illustrates a two-
level nested array.
Fig. 1. A two level nested array with 3 sensors at each level.
Assuming P uncorrelated narrowband signals from far-field
sources at directions {θp, p = 1, 2, . . . , P} impinging on this
array, the ith data snapshot of theM -dimensional array output
vector can be modeled as
y(i) = F s(i) + n(i), i = 1, 2, . . . , N, (1)
where y(i) = [y1(i), y2(i), . . . , yM (i)]
T is the received signal
vector at the snapshot i , s(i) = [s1(i), s2(i), . . . , sP (i)]
T
is the source signal vector and sp(i) ∼ N
C
(
0, σ2k
)
. Addi-
tionally, we assume that n(i) = [n1(i), n2(i), . . . , nM (i)]
T
is the white Gaussian noise vector with power σ2n and
that its components and the source vector ones are un-
correlated to each other. We also consider that f(θp) ={
e−j2pi
d1
λc
rn sin θp | n = 1, 2, . . . ,M
}
denotes the steering
vector of the pth signal, where λc stands for the carrier
wavelength and
{rn | n = 1, 2, . . . ,M} = {0, 1, . . . ,M1 − 1,M1,
2 (M1 + 1)− 1, . . . ,
M2 (M1 + 1)− 1} (2)
is a vector that contains the location of the sensors. Next, the
array manifold containing the steering vectors of the signals
can be formed as
F (Θ) = [f(θ1),f(θ2), . . . ,f(θP )] (3)
By averaging the N collected snapshots through the time, we
can express the sample covariance matrix as
Rˆ1 =
1
N
N∑
i=1
y (i)yH (i) ≈ E
[
y (i)yH (i)
]
= F RsF
H + σ2nI, (4)
where Rs = diag
{
σ21 , σ
2
2 , . . . , σ
2
P
}
By vectorizing Rˆ1 (4), we can obtain a long vector, in
which some elements appear more than once. By removing
these repeated rows and sorting them so that the ith row
corresponds to the sensor located at
(
−M¯ + i
)
d1, where
M¯ =
(
M2/4 +M/2
)
, we can obtain a new vector
z = G p+ σ2ne, (5)
where
G(Θ) = [g(θ1), g(θ2), . . . , g(θP )], (6)
in which
g(θp) =
[
e−j2pi
d1
λc
(−M¯+1) sin θp , e−j2pi
d1
λc
(−M¯+2) sin θp ,
. . . , e−j2pi
d1
λc
(M¯−2) sin θp , e−j2pi
d1
λc
(M¯−1) sin θp
]T
,
(7)
p =
[
σ21 , σ
2
2 , . . . , σ
2
P
]T
, (8)
and
e ∈ R(2M¯−1)×1 (9)
is a vector of all zeros, except for a 1 at the center position.
By comparing (5) with (1), we can notice that z in (5)
behaves like the signal received by a longer difference coarray,
whose sensors locations can be determined by the distinct
values in the set {ri − rj | 1 ≤ i, j ≤M}. The equivalent
source signal vector p (8) consists of powers σ2p of the actual
sources and thus they behaves like fully coherent sources[84].
This, combined with the fact that the difference coarray is a
filled ULA, motivates to apply spatial smoothing to z (5) to
obtain a full rank covariance matrix R˜, as follows:
R˜ = 1M2/4+M/2
M2/4+M/2∑
i=1
ziz
H
i
= 1M2/4+M/2
(
G1RsG
H
1 + σ
2
nI
)2
, (10)
where zi corresponds to the
(
M2/4 +M/2− i+ 1
)
th to((
M2 − 2
)
/2 +M − i+ 1
)
th rows of z and G1 is a mani-
fold array composed of the last M¯ rows of G.
It can be shown [84] that the smoothed covariance matrix
R˜ (10) can be expressed as R˜ = Rˆ2, where Rˆ has the same
form as the covariance received by a longer ULA composed
of M2/4 + M/2 sensors. Since Rˆ and R˜ share the same
set of eigenvectors and the eigenvalues of Rˆ are the square
roots of R˜, by eigendecomposition of R˜, we can found the
eigenvectors corresponding to the smallest M2/4+M/2−P
eigenvalues of Rˆ. Due to the previously mentioned reasons
and also for being PSD by construction, which results from
the sum of vector outer products, the spatially smoothed matrix
R˜ can be used as the basis for our proposed MS-KAI-Nested-
MUSIC algorithm.
B. Background - ULA model and MUSIC algorithm
Let us assume that P narrowband signals from far-field
sources impinge on a uniform linear array (ULA) of M1 >
P sensor elements from directions θ = [θ1, θ2, . . . , θP ]
T .
We also consider that the sensors are spaced from each
other by a distance d1 ≤
λc
2 , where λc is the signal
wavelength, and that without loss of generality, we have
−pi
2 ≤ θ1 ≤ θ2 . . . ≤ θP ≤
pi
2 .
The ith data snapshot of the M1-dimensional array output
vector can be modeled as
x (i) = As (i) + n (i) , i = 1, 2, . . . , N, (11)
where s(i) = [s1(i), . . . , sP (i)]
T ∈ CP×1 represents the zero-
mean source data vector, n(i) ∈ CM1×1 is the vector of white
circular complex Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance
σ2n, and N denotes the number of available snapshots. The
Vandermonde matrix A (Θ) = [a(θ1), . . . ,a(θP )] ∈ C
M1×P ,
known as the array manifold, contains the array steering
vectors a(θj) corresponding to the nth source, which can be
expressed as
a(θn) = [1, e
−j2pi d
λc
sin θn , . . . , e−j2pi(M1−1)
d
λc
sin θn ]T , (12)
where n = 1, . . . , P . Using the fact that s (i) and n (i) are
modeled as uncorrelated linearly independent variables, the
M1 ×M1 signal covariance matrix is calculated by
R = E
[
x (i)xH (i)
]
= ARssA
H + σ2nIM , (13)
where Rss = E
[
s (i) sH (i)
]
= diag
{
σ21 , σ
2
2 , . . . , σ
2
P
}
.
Since the true signal covariance matrix is unknown, it must
be estimated and a widely-adopted approach is the sample
average formula given by
Rˆ =
1
N
N∑
i=1
x(i)xH(i), (14)
whose estimation accuracy is dependent on N .
From [70], it is known that R (13) has M1 eigenval-
ues [λ1, λ2, . . . , λP ] and M1 associated eigenvectors forming
a subspace Φ = [φ1,φ2, . . . ,φM1 ]. By sorting the M1
eigenvalues from the smallest to the largest, the subspace
Φ can be decomposed into two subspaces Φ = [ΦS ΦN ],
where ΦS is the [M1 × P ] signal subspace composed of the
eigenvectors associated with the impinging signals and ΦN
is the [M1 × (M1 − P )] noise subspace, composed of the
eigenvectors associated with the noise. Due to the orthog-
onality between the noise subspace and the array steering
vector at the angles of arrival (θ1, θ2, . . . , θP , ), the matrix
product aH (θ)ΦNΦ
H
Na
H (θ) tends to zero. The reciprocal of
this matrix product
(
aH (θ)ΦNΦ
H
Na
H (θ)
)−1
called MUSIC
pseudospectrum creates sharp peaks at the angles of arrival.
By plotting it in the range [−pi/2 pi/2], it is possible to
determine the peaks and its corresponding angles of arriving
by a peak search.
III. THE PROPOSED MS-KAI-NESTED-MUSIC
ALGORITHM
The idea behind the MS-KAI-Nested-MUSIC algorithm is
to expand the estimated spatially smoothed covariance matrix
R˜ (10) as if it were generated by the ith data snapshots of
L = M2/4 +M/2-dimensional array output vectors, where,
as mentioned in II-A, M is the number of the physical sensors
of the nested array. That is to say that we can employ the
estimated spatially smoothed covariance matrix R˜ as if it
were the estimate provided by the sample average formula.
Therefore, after making R˜ (10) equal to Rˆ (14) , we can start
by expanding the former (10) using (11) as follows:
R˜ =
1
N
N∑
i=1
(A s(i) + n(i)) (A s(i) + n(i))H
= A
{
1
N
N∑
i=1
s(i)sH(i)
}
AH +
1
N
N∑
i=1
n(i)nH(i) +
A
{
1
N
N∑
i=1
s(i)nH(i)
}
+
{
1
N
N∑
i=1
n(i)sH(i)
}
AH︸ ︷︷ ︸
”undesirable by-products”
(15)
The first two terms of R˜ in (15) can be considered as estimates
of the two summands of R given in (13), which represent
the signal and the noise components, respectively. The last
two terms in (15) are undesirable by-products, which can be
seen as estimates for the correlation between the signal and
the noise vectors. The system model under study is based
on noise vectors which are zero-mean and also independent
of the signal vectors. Thus, the signal and noise components
are uncorrelated to each other. As a consequence, for a large
enough number of samples N , the last two terms pointed out
in (15) tend to zero. Nevertheless, in practice the number of
available samples can be limited. In such situations, the last
two terms in (15) may have significant values, which causes
the deviation of the estimates of the signal and the noise
subspaces from the true signal and noise ones. The key point of
the proposed MS-KAI-Nested-MUSIC algorithm is to modify
the smoothed covariance matrix estimate at each iteration by
gradually incorporating the knowledge provided by the up-
dated Vandermonde matrices which progressively incorporate
the newer estimates from the preceding iteration. Based on
these updated Vandermonde matrices, refined estimates of the
projection matrices of the signal and noise subspaces are
calculated. These estimates of projection matrices associated
with the initial smoothed covariance matrix estimate and the
reliability factor employed to reduce its by-products allow to
choose the set of estimates that has the minimum value of the
SMLOF, i.e., the highest likelihood of being the set of the true
DOAs. The modified smoothed covariance matrix estimate is
computed by deriving a scaled version of the undesirable terms
from R˜, which are pointed out in (15).
The steps of the proposed algorithm are listed in Table
I. The algorithm starts by computing the spatially smoothed
covariance matrix estimate (10). Next, based on it, the DOAs
are estimated using the original MUSIC [70] algorithm, as
briefly described in II-B. The superscript (·)(1) refers to the
estimation task performed in the first step. Now, a process
composed of n = 1 : I iterations starts by forming the
Vandermonde matrix using the DOA estimates. Then, the
amplitudes of the sources are estimated such that the square
norm of the differences between the observation vector and the
vector containing estimates and the available known DOAs is
minimized. This problem can be formulated as
sˆ(i) = argmin
s
‖ x(i)− Aˆs ‖22 . (16)
The minimization of (16) is achieved using the least squares
technique and the solution is described by
sˆ(i) = (AˆH Aˆ)−1 Aˆ x(i) (17)
The noise component is then estimated as the difference
between the estimated signal and the observations made by
the array, as given by
nˆ(i) = x(i) − Aˆ sˆ(i). (18)
After estimating the signal and noise vectors, the third term
in (15) can be computed as
V , Aˆ
{
1
N
N∑
i=1
sˆ(i)nˆH(i)
}
= Aˆ
{
1
N
N∑
i=1
(AˆH Aˆ)−1AˆHx(i)
×(xH(i)− xH(i)Aˆ(AˆHAˆ)−1 AˆH)
}
= QˆA
{
1
N
N∑
i=1
x(i)xH(i)
(
IM − QˆA
)}
= QˆA R˜ Qˆ
⊥
A, (19)
where
QˆA , Aˆ (Aˆ
H Aˆ)−1 AˆH (20)
is an estimate of the projection matrix of the signal subspace,
and
Qˆ⊥A , IM − QˆA (21)
is an estimate of the projection matrix of the noise subspace.
Next, as part of the process of n = 1 : I iterations,
the modified data covariance matrix R˜(n+1) is calculated by
computing a scaled version of the estimated terms from the
initial smoothed covariance matrix as given
R˜(n+1) = R˜ − µ (V(n) + V(n)H), (22)
where the superscript (·)(n) refers to the nth iteration per-
formed. The scaling or reliability factor µ increases from 0
to 1 incrementally, resulting in modified smoothed covariance
matrix estimates. Each of them gives origin to new estimated
DOAs also denoted by the superscript (·)(n+1) by using the
MUSIC algorithm, as briefly described in II-B.
In this work, the rank P is assumed to be known, which is an
assumption frequently found in the literature. Alternatively, the
rank P could be estimated by model-order selection schemes
[97] such as Akaike’s Information Theoretic Criterion (AIC)
[98] and the Minimum Descriptive Length (MDL) Criterion
[99].
Then, a new Vandermonde matrix Bˆ(n+1) is formed by the
steering vectors of those newer estimated DOAs. By using this
new matrix, it is possible to compute the newer estimates of
the projection matrices of the signal Qˆ
(n+1)
B and the noise
Qˆ
(n+1)⊥
B subspaces.
Afterwards, employing the newer estimates of the projection
matrices, the initial smoothed covariance matrix estimate, Rˆ,
the number of its corresponding sensors and the number of
sources, the stochastic maximum likelihood objective function
U (n+1 )(µ) [100] is computed for each value of µ at the nth
iteration, as follows:
U (n+1 )(µ) = ln det (·) , (23)
where
(·) =
(
Qˆ
(n+1)
B R˜ Qˆ
(n+1)
B +
Trace{Qˆ
⊥ (n+1)
B R˜}
L− P
Qˆ
(n+1)⊥
B
)
The preceding computation selects the set of unavailable DOA
estimates that have a higher likelihood at each iteration. Then,
the set of estimated DOAs corresponding to the optimum
value of µ that minimizes (23) also at each nth iteration
is determined. Finally, the output of the proposed MS-KAI-
Nested-MUSIC algorithm is formed by the set of the estimates
obtained at the Ith iteration, as described in Table I.
TABLE I
MS-KAI-NESTED-MUSIC ALGORITHM
Inputs:
M1 , M2 , d , λ, N , P
Received vectors y (1), y (2),· · · , y (N)
Outputs:
Estimates θˆ
(n+1)
1
(µ opt), θˆ
(n+1)
2
(µ opt),· · · , θˆ
(n+1)
P
(µ opt)
First step:
{θˆ
(1)
1
, θˆ
(1)
2
, · · · , θˆ
(1)
P
} MUSIC
←−−−−−−
(R˜, P, d, λ)
Aˆ(1) =
[
a(θˆ
(1)
1
),a(θˆ
(1)
2
), · · · ,a(θˆ
(1)
P
)
]
Second step:
for n = 1 : I
Qˆ
(n)
A = Aˆ
(n) (Aˆ(n)H Aˆ(n))−1 Aˆ(n)H
Qˆ
(n)⊥
A = IM − Qˆ
(n)
A
V (n) = Qˆ
(n)
A R˜ Qˆ
(n)⊥
A
for µ = 0 : ι : 1
R˜(n+1) = R˜ − µ (V (n) + V (n)H)
{θˆ
(n+1)
1
, θˆ
(n+1)
2
, · · · , θˆ
(n+1)
P
} MUSIC
←−−−−−−
(R˜(n+1), P, d, λ)
Bˆ(n+1) =
[
a(θˆ
(n+1)
1
),a(θˆ
(n+1)
2
), · · · ,a(θˆ
(n+1)
P
)
]
Qˆ
(n+1)
B = Bˆ
(n+1) (Bˆ(n+1)H Bˆ(n+1))−1 Bˆ(n+1)H
Qˆ
(n+1)⊥
B = IM − Qˆ
(n+1)
B
U (n+1)(µ) = ln det (·) ,
(·) =
(
Qˆ
(n+1)
B R˜ Qˆ
(n+1)
B +
Trace{Qˆ
⊥ (n+1)
B R˜}
L− P
Qˆ
(n+1)⊥
B
)
µ
(n+1)
o = argmin U
(n+1)(µ)
DOAs(n+1) = (∗) ,
(∗) = {θˆ
(n+1)
1
(µo), θˆ
(n+1)
2
(µo),· · · , θˆ
(n+1)
P
(µo)}
if n <= P
Aˆ(n+1) =
{
a(θˆ
(n+1)
{1 ,··· ,n}(µo))
}⋃{
a(θˆ
(1)
{1 ,··· ,P}− {1 ,··· ,n})
}
else
Aˆ(n+1) = (∗) ,
(∗) =
[
a(θˆ
(n+1)
1
(µo)),a(θˆ
(n+1)
2
(µo)), · · · ,a(θˆ
(n+1)
P
(µo))
]
end if
end for
end for
IV. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
In this section, we evaluate the approximate computational
cost of the proposed MS-KAI-Nested-MUSIC algorithm in
terms of multiplications and additions. For this purpose, we
make use of Table II, where τ = 1ι + 1. The increment ι is
defined in Table I. From Table II, it can be seen that assuming
the specific configuration used in the simulations V, MS-KAI-
Nested-MUSIC shows a roughly similar computational burden
in terms of multiplications and also of additions with
O
{
Iτ
[
180
∆
(
M2
4 +
M
2
)2]
+
(
M2
4 +
M
2
)
8N2
}
, where τ
is typically an integer that ranges from 1 to 20, ∆ stands for
the search step and I is the number of iterations at the 2nd
step. The relatively high costs come from the two nested loops
for computing I×τ times two subprocesses at its second step.
These nested loops, from which the last is the more significant,
concentrate most of the required operations. For this reason it
is responsible for most of the burden of the proposed MS-
KAI-Nested-MUSIC algorithm.
TABLE II
MS-KAI-NESTED-MUSIC ALGORITHM
Multiplications
≈ Iτ
{
180
∆
[
(
M2
4
+ M
2
)2
+
(
M2
4
+ M
2
)
(2− P )− P ]
+
(
M2
4
+ M
2
)
8N2+ 10
3
(
M2
4
+ M
2
)3
+
(
M2
4
+ M
2
)2
(P + 2)
+
(
M2
4
+ M
2
) (
P 2 + 2P
)
+ P
3
2
+ 3P
2
2
}
Additions
≈ Iτ
{
180
∆
[
(
M2
4
+ M
2
)2
−
(
M2
4
+ M
2
)
(P − 1)]
+
(
M2
4
+ M
2
)
8N2+ 10
3
(
M2
4
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V. SIMULATIONS
In this section, we examine the performance of the proposed
MS-KAI-Nested-MUSIC algorithm in terms of probability
of resolution (PR) and RMSE and compare them to the
corresponding performances of Nested-MUSIC [84] and of
the original MUSIC [70]. We focus on the specific case of
closely-spaced sources.
We employ M = 8 sensors in the algorithms based on
two-level nested array and, in the original MUSIC, we use a
ULA with M1 = 20 sensors, which is also the same number
of sensors
(
M2/4 +M/2
)
of the filled ULA obtained from
part of the difference coarray, which is the actual number of
sensors employed the Nested-MUSIC and MS-KAI-Nested-
MUSIC algorithms. We assume an inter-element spacing ∆ =
λc
2 and also that there are two uncorrelated complex Gaussian
signals with equal power impinging on the arrays. The closely-
spaced sources are separated by 2o, at (15o, 17o). The first two
figures make use of N = 150 snapshots and Lr = 250 trials,
whereas the two later ones employ 3.33dB and Lr = 250
trials.
In Fig. 4, we show the probability of resolution versus
SNR. We take into account the criterion [101], in which two
sources with DOAs θ1 and θ2 are said to be resolved if their
respective estimates θˆ1 and θˆ2 are such that both
∣∣∣θˆ1 − θ1∣∣∣
and
∣∣∣θˆ2 − θ2∣∣∣ are less than |θ1 − θ2| /2. It can be seen the su-
perior performance of the proposed MS-KAI-Nested-MUSIC
in the range (−10 7) dB. From this point on, all considered
algorithms provide similar performance. The gap between
the proposed MS-KAI-Nested-MUSIC and the Nested-MUSIC
[84] shows a significant improvement achieved in terms of
PR. It can be noticed a bigger gap between the proposed
MS-KAI-Nested-MUSIC and the original MUSIC [70], whose
number of physical sensors is 2.5× the number of the physical
sensors of the other two-level nested based algorithms under
comparison, what means an important saving of sensors. In
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Fig. 2. Probability of resolution versus SNR with P = 2, M = 8, N = 150,
Lr = 250 runs
Fig. 3, it is shown the RMSE in degrees versus SNR. The
RMSE is defined as
RMSE =
√√√√ 1
Lr P
Lr∑
l=1
P∑
p=1
(θp − θˆp(l))2, (24)
where Lr is the number of trials.
It can be noticed that the MS-KAI-Nested-MUSIC outper-
forms Nested-MUSIC, in the whole range under consideration.
In the range [−10 − 1.8)dB., it is outperformed by conven-
tional MUSIC, however, the achieved levels of RMSE are still.
From −1.8 to 6.7 dB MS-KAI-Nested-MUSIC is superior to
it. From 10 dB on all algorithms have similar performance. As
mentioned before, it must be highlighted that in this specific
case MUSIC makes use of a ULA whose number of physical
sensors is 2.5× the number of the physical sensors of the other
two-level nested based algorithms under comparison.
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Fig. 3. RMSE in degrees versus SNR with with P = 2, M = 8, N = 150,
Lr = 250 runs.
In Fig. 4, it is shown the influence of the number of
snapshots on the probability of resolution. For this purpose
we have set the SNR at 3.33 dB and employed 500 trials.
From the curves, it can be noticed the superior performance
in the range [25 250) snapshots. From this upper bound on,
all algorithms have the same performance. In Fig. 5, it is
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Fig. 4. Probability of resolution versus SNR with P = 2, M = 8, SNR =
3.33 dB, Lr = 500 runs.
shown the influence of the number of snapshots on RMSE.
In this case, we also set the SNR at 3.33 dB and employed
500 trials. It can be seen that the performance of the MS-
KAI-Nested-MUSIC is superior to the Nested-MUSIC. It can
also be noticed that except for the range [25 50), in which the
RMSE has high levels, the performance of MS-KAI-Nested-
MUSIC is also superior to the the original MUSIC [70], whose
number of physical sensors is 2.5× the number of the physical
sensors of the other two-level nested based algorithms under
comparison.
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Fig. 5. RMSE versus SNR with P = 2, M = 8, SNR = 3.33 dB,
Lr = 500 runs.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed the MS-KAI-Nested-MUSIC algorithm
which gradually exploits the knowledge of source signals ob-
tained on line and the structure of the covariance matrix and its
perturbations. MS-KAI-Nested-MUSIC algorithm can obtain
significant gains in RMSE or probability of resolution per-
formance over the original Nested-MUSIC, and has excellent
potential for applications with sufficiently large data records
in large-scale antenna systems for wireless communications,
radar and other large sensor arrays.
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